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Hair
Use strong tan color yarn and tart with 1slip knot

[54ch, in the 2nd star (1hdc, 1hdc inc)x10, 32hdc,
1sc]x20
1ch to secure and cut the strand, no length is
needed, glue or sew the hair with a finer strand, it
is always recommended to sew for greater
security.
https://youtu.be/0D0wou5RezA?t=42

Hat
Use deep olive color yarn

Note: In all rounds you will make 1ch of rise
and the next point will begin at the base of
it, always the ss will do it at the end in the
first hdc of said round.
https://youtu.be/0D0wou5RezA?t=733

Copyright: This pattern is for personal use only. Its copying, translation or
distribution in any form is prohibited.

https://youtu.be/0D0wou5RezA?t=265
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R1: MR, 1ch, 8hdc, 1ss (8)

R2: 1ch, 8hdc, 1sc (16)
https://youtu.be/0D0wou5RezA?t=778

RR3: 1ch, (1hdc, 1hdc inc)x8, 1ss (24)
R4: 1ch, (2hdc, 1hdc inc)x8, 1ss (32)
R5: 1ch, (3hdc, 1hdc inc)x8, 1ss (40)
R6: 1ch, (4hdc, 1hdc inc)x8, 1ss (48)
R7: 1ch, (5hdc, 1hdc inc)x8, 1ss (56)
R8: 1ch, (6hdc, 1hdc inc)x8, 1ss (64)
R9: 1ch, (7hdc, 1hdc inc)x8, 1ss (72)
R10: 1ch, 72hdc reverse, 1ss (72)

https://youtu.be/0D0wou5RezA?t=1078

R11: 1ch, (8hdc, 1hdc inca)x8, 1ss (80)
R12: 1ch, 80hdc reverse, 1ss (80)
R13: 1ch, 80hdc, 1ss (80)
R14: 1ch, 80hdc reverse, 1ss (80)
R15: 1ch, 80hdc, 1ss (80)

https://youtu.be/0D0wou5RezA?t=1179

R16-17: 1ch, (1hdc right, 1hdc reverse)x40, 1ss (80)
https://youtu.be/0D0wou5RezA?t=1259

Cut the strand leaving enough light to
secure and hide.

Copyright: This pattern is for personal use only. Its copying, translation or
distribution in any form is prohibited.
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Blouse

Use fresh colored thread (light green)

Sleeves (x2)
Start with 1slip knot
R1: 18ch, in the 1st start BLO 18sc (18)

https://youtu.be/2_uzrUKFZTc?t=30

R2: FLO 18sc (18)
R3: 5sc, (1hdc, 1hdc inc)x4, 5sc (22)
R4: 1sc, 20hdc, 1sc (22)
R5-7: 22sc
R8: 1sc, (3hdc, 1hdc dec)x4, 1sc (18)
Cut the thread, you do not need to leave it long.

https://youtu.be/2_uzrUKFZTc?t=331

The second piece of the blouse will start
from the waist.
Start with 1slip knot
R1: 31ch, in the 2nd start BLO 30sc (30)
R2-8: 1ch, turn, 30sc
https://youtu.be/2_uzrUKFZTc?t=365

Union with the sleeves
R9: turn, 9sc, [in one sleeve: 1sc, (2hdc, 1hdc
dec)x4, 1sc], 12sc more, [in another sleeve:
1sc, (2hdc, 1hdc dec)x4, 1sc], 9sc more (58)
https://youtu.be/2_uzrUKFZTc?t=438

Copyright: This pattern is for personal use only. Its copying, translation or
distribution in any form is prohibited.
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R10-11: 1ch, turn, 58sc (58)
R12: 1ch, turn, BLO 28hdc, 2ch, 2ss, 2ch, 28hdc,
1ss (see video) 4ch to form the buttonhole and
58ss around the top edge of the blouse, 1ch to
secure.
https://youtu.be/2_uzrUKFZTc?t=759

Note: Place the preferred button taking into
account the size of the buttonhole.
https://youtu.be/2_uzrUKFZTc?t=909

Cut thread leaving enough to hide it.

Skirt

Use pumpkin color yarn
Start with 1slip knot
R1: 20ch, in the 3rd beg BLO 12hdc, 6sc (18)
R2: 1ch, turn, BLO 6sc, 12hdc (18)
R3: 1ch, turn, BLO 12hdc, 6sc (18)
Repeat R2 and R3 as many times as the
width of this skirt is needed.

https://youtu.be/2_uzrUKFZTc?t=1047

Copyright: This pattern is for personal use only. Its copying, translation or
distribution in any form is prohibited.
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Note: We have knitted a total of 36 Rounds
ending with Round number 2, but this may
vary depending on your own knitting.
Union
BLO 18ss taking stitch to stitch from each end,
1ch, to ensure
https://youtu.be/2_uzrUKFZTc?t=1262

Note: Flip the fabric to achieve the straight
skirt.

https://youtu.be/2_uzrUKFZTc?t=1346

Suspenders (x2)
Use pumpkin color yarn
Start with 1slip knot
R1: 3ch, in the 2nd start 2sc (2)
R2-34: turn, 2sc (2)

https://youtu.be/2_uzrUKFZTc?t=1361

Copyright: This pattern is for personal use only. Its copying, translation or
distribution in any form is prohibited.
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Note: Join the skirt at the back using a wool
needle (see video)
Then with a strand of deep olive color, stitch
on the front

https://youtu.be/2_uzrUKFZTc?t=1466

Shoes (x2)
Begin using tobacco color yarn and 1slip knot.

R1: 4ch, in the 2nd star (2sc, 1 triple inc)x2 (10)
R2: (2sc, 3inc)x2 (16)
R3: (2sc, 6inc)x2 (28)
R4: BLO 28sc (28)

R5-8: 28sc(28)
R9: 2sc, 6dec, 14sc (22)
R10-13: 22sc (22) Change to deep olive color
yarn in the last sc of R13.
R14: 22sc (22)
R15: (1ch, 1ss)x22
Close using wool needle (see video)

https://youtu.be/BC1XDIJz3O0?t=25

https://youtu.be/BC1XDIJz3O0?t=309

Note: Using pumpkin-colored thread, form the
cord (see video). Then stretch the fabric before
placing them on Amber.

https://youtu.be/BC1XDIJz3O0?t=401

Copyright: This pattern is for personal use only. Its copying, translation or
distribution in any form is prohibited.
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Congratulations!!
Amber has finished

If you have enjoyed our pattern and you publish your final work on your
networks, do not forget to tag me so I can see the result

Remember this is a payment pattern, to which I have dedicated a lot of my time
and love. I ask you in favor and out of respect for our project that you do not

distribute it in groups or on the web because it harms us enormously and you
would be committing a crime despite having bought it, you are buying the

pattern, not the copyright and the rights to it same we belong to GretaWings,
thanks


